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The smallest high-performance turbopump on the market.
Ideal for analytical systems and mobile applications.

Extremely small
installation dimensions

With the new HiPace 30, Pfeiffer Vacuum presents the currently
smallest turbopump in the 30 l/s pumping speed class. With an
overall height of not even 12 cm and weighing merely 2 kg, it is
ideally suited for being integrated into compact analytical devices,
small electron microscopes or portable leak detectors.

Powerful technology

The sophisticated rotor design results in a low vibration level in
the HiPace 30. It furthermore achieves a high gas throughput and
very good compression of light gases. This ensures a low residual
gas background, as desirable in mass spectrometry applications
for example.

Highest reliability

Being based on a so-called hybrid bearing, a combination of ceramic
ball bearings on the fore-vacuum side and permanently magnetic
radial bearings on the high vacuum side, our HiPace turbopumps
have a particularly robust bearing design. The pumps therefore have
a long life cycle with a maintenance interval of approximately 4 years.

Customer benefits
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Highest compression in this pumping speed class
Simple integration into small analytical systems
Low weight, ideal for mobile applications
Long maintenance intervals for a long life cycle
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HiPace 30

DN 63 ISO-K

DN 63 CF

DN 40 ISO-KF

Flange (in)

DN 63 ISO-K

DN 63 CF

DN 40 ISO-KF

Flange (out)

G1/4''

Venting connection

G1/8''

Pumping speed for N2

32 l/s

32 l/s

22 l/s

Pumping speed for Ar

32 l/s

32 l/s

20 l/s

Pumping speed for He

24 l/s

24 l/s

23 l/s

Pumping speed for H2

20 l/s

20 l/s

19 l/s

Rotation speed ±2%

90,000 min-1

Run-up time

1.7 min

Gas throughput at full rotational speed for Ar

0.221 hPa l/s

Gas throughput at full rotational speed for H2

10 hPa l/s

Gas throughput at full rotational speed for He

1.84 hPa l/s

Gas throughput at full rotational speed for N2

0.664 hPa l/s

Compression ratio for N2

> 1011

Compression ratio for Ar

> 1011

Compression ratio for He

1 · 108

Compression ratio for H2

3 · 105

Fore-vacuum max for N2
Ultimate pressure according to PNEUROP
Weight

24 hPa
< 1 · 10-7 hPa
2 kg

Cooling method

< 5 · 10-10 hPa

< 1 · 10-7 hPa

3.4 kg

2 kg

Convektion

Interfaces

RS 485, Remote

Protection categorie

IP 54

Permissible magnetic field max.

3 mT

Sound pressure level

Order numbers

10-1

<48 dB (A)

Order number
HiPace 30

PM P05 280

PM P05 281

PM P05 282
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Vacuum solutions from a single source

Pfeiffer Vacuum stands for innovative and custom vacuum solutions worldwide,
technological perfection, competent advice and reliable service.

Complete range of products

From a single component to complex systems:
We are the only supplier of vacuum technology that provides a complete product portfolio.

Competence in theory and practice

Are you looking for a
perfect vacuum solution?
Please contact us:

www.pfeiffer-vacuum.com

Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH
Headquarters · Germany
T +49 6441 802-0
info@pfeiffer-vacuum.de

All data subject to change without prior notice. PT 0194 PEN (March 2015/5)

Benefit from our know-how and our portfolio of training opportunities!
We support you with your plant layout and provide first-class on-site service worldwide.

